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NZ Best Trout Flies: Tony Entwistle Chapter at strikeadventure.com Professional fishing guides will also supply flies. wonderfully clear water that makes sight fishing in New Zealand so much fun also gives the trout a good view.
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New Zealand, the size of Colorado, ranks among the world’s great trout destinations, and its trout are stream-born wild fish that are selective in taking flies, make high leaps out of the water and run spectacularly when hooked. Most tourists fishing these waters will catch at least one three-pound trout a day, according to Mr. McLoughlin, and fishermen will frequently catch 17- to 19-inch fish. Some streams contain trout that average five to seven pounds, said Ron Granneman, a retired guide from the Bighorn River in Montana, who fishes New Zealand in the summer. New Zealand began importing br Fly fishing in New Zealand is fantastic every month of the year, not to mention its spectacular scenery too. The quality and diversity of New Zealand’s fresh water species is perfect for the fly fishing purist. The average size of the trout is 3 to 4 pounds, exceeding most anglers' wildest imaginations. The reputation of New Zealand streams draws anglers from far and wide in search of a trophy fish, and each year trout in excess of ten pounds are landed. Besides New Zealand’s famous ‘gin clear’ streams and spring creeks, there are hundreds of fishable lakes throughout the country and the best areas are Rotorua, Central Plateau, Nelson, Canterbury, West Coast and the Lower South Is Trout fishing in New Zealand is as much about stealth as just about anything else. This is just what happens when you’re sight fishing to what will likely be the largest trout you’ve tried to catch, and perhaps the largest trout you’ve ever seen, feeding freely in gin-clear water. Consider it part of the initiation. Flies and Tying Presentation is endlessly more important than pattern when chasing trout in New Zealand. The vast majority of trout I’ve caught in New Zealand were caught on Dad’s Favorites, humpies, parachute Adams or either tungsten bead head hair and copper or pheasant tail nymphs. Do note, some bizarre looking flies like this are known to catch fish, so do not be afraid to experiment by switching flies with a different silhouette if you’ve been refused on a good, visible drift.